
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

This project was created using PHP,  Javascript, and AJAX. The system is

start with load file dataTraining.csv when the button “Proses Data Training” is

clicked. 

After  button  “  Proses  Data  Training  ”  is  click  then  system  will

automatically  calculating  Training  data,  this  calculating  process  is  in

pengolahanDataTraining.php.   The  calculating  process  is  including  mean,

standard deviation, and probability of all parameter in each weather condition.

Here is the result of this process :

Illustration 5.1: System Startup
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The  next  process  is  testing  data.  Testing  data  process  is  system  will

reading the input data and calculate those data with gaussian distribution formula

to  determine  weather  classification  of  the  input  data.  There  are  2  features  in

testing data process that available in system which is testing with all the data at

once  on  a  file  or  testing  with  inputing  the  parameter  manually.  Here  is  the

interface of testing data process : 

Illustration 5.2: Final result of Data Training processing

Illustration 5.3: Confusion Matrix Table display on Testing File processing 
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Illustration 5.4: Final result display of accuracy, precision, and recall system on Testing File
processing 

The  figure  3  and  figure  4  is  being  process  in  gauss.php  and

confusionMatrix.php.  On gauss.php,  the process  is  reading file  testingData.csv

then taking the data randomly with amount of 1/3  from training data and calculate

each data with gaussian distribution formula till gaining the classification result.  

Here is the code of gauss.php : 

1. $a= new CSVFile();
2. $c= new formula();
3. $x=$a loadCSV($file1); < File dataTesting.csv >→
4. $y=$a loadCSV($file2); < File pengolahanDataTraining.csv >→
5.
6. $getIndeksDataRandom=array_rand($x,ceil(600/3));
7. foreach ($getIndeksDataRandom as $key => $value) {
8.      $getDataTestingRandom[]=$x[$value];

Illustration 5.5: Manual Testing display
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9. }
10. $a>saveCSV('dataTestingRandom.csv',$getDataTestingRandom);
11.
12. foreach ( $getDataTestingRandom as $key => $data) {
13. foreach ($y as $key => $data2) {
14. $result=$c>formulaGaussian($data,$data2);
15. $hasil[$i]
[]=$result[0]*$result[1]*$result[2]*$result[3] 

*$result[4]*$data2[11];
16. }     
17. $i++;     
18.   }
19.
20. foreach ( $y as $key => $value) {
21. $weatherconditions[]=$value[0];
22. }
23.
24. for($i=0;$i<count($hasil);$i++){
25.   $b=max($hasil[$i]);
26.   $c=array_search($b, $hasil[$i]);
27.   $hasilklasifikasi[]=$weatherconditions[$c];
28.   }
29.
30.   $savehasilklasifikasi[]=$hasilklasifikasi;
31.
32.   $file3="ClassificationResult.csv";
33.   $a saveCSV($file3,$savehasilklasifikasi);→

In  line  1  –  4  is  process  of  taking  data  randomly  using  php  function

array_rand().  Next  in  line  12-18  is  process  the  data  using  function

formulaGaussian(). In line 15 the result of formulaGaussian being multiplied with

probability  of  weather  condition  and  save  into  array  $hasil.  In  line  24  –  28

searching the max value and the weather condition is the result of classification

from system.  The  code  on  gauss.php  could  be  seen  in  figure  5.  Here  is  the

gaussian distribution formula on function.php :

34. public function formulaGaussian($data,$data2){
35.         $a=4;
36.         $b=2;
37.
38.         for($i=1;$i<4;$i++){
39.             $std=$data2[$a];
40.             if($std==0){
41.                 $x=0;
42.                 $y=0;
43.             } else {
44.                 $x=1/sqrt(2*3.14*pow($std,2));  
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45.        $y=exp(pow(($data[$b]$data2[$i]),2)/
(2*pow($std,2)));
46.             }
47.             $gaussian=$x*$y;
48.             $a++;
49.             $b++;
50.
51.             $result[]= $gaussian;
52.         }
53.         return $result;
54. }

As displayed on code above, the variable $a and $b is be used as index of

reading  data  in  array.  The  index  was  based  from  reading  file  in

pengolahanDataTraining.csv that will be used in gaussian distribution formula. IF

in  line  40  is  to  avoiding  warning  division  by  zero.  In  line  44  and  45 is  the

implementation  of  gaussian distribution formula that  divided into  2 parts  then

being merged in variable $gaussian and saved in array $result[].

Manual testing in figure 5 is to displayed the process classification by naive

bayes classification algorithm with inputing one data for all parameter manually.
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5.2 Testing

First Testing

The  first  testing  process  in  the  project  is  finding  the  most  dominant

parameter that being use on the system which is most affect on the classification.

The testing is execute with compare the accuracy result from 7 combination then

decreasing the parameter one by one. Here is the output : 

Where :

T = Temperature D = Dew Point He = Heat Index H = Humadity

W = Wind Speed P = Pressure V = Visibility

Table 5.1: First test table 1

Parameter Information

T,H,P,D,W,V,He All parameter

T,H,P,D,W,V He removed

T,H,P,D,W,He V removed

T,H,P,D,V,He W removed

T,H,P,W,V,He D removed

T,H,D,W,V,He P removed

T,P,D,W,V,He H removed

H,P,D,W,V,He T removed

Table 5.2: First test table 2

Parameter Accuracy Precision Recall Information

T,H,P,D,W,V,He 52.31% 37.27% 44.65%

T,H,P,D,W,V 53.5% 40.08% 43.74% Accuracy increase
1.59%

T,H,P,D,W,He 34.1% 33.092% 34.354% Accuracy
decrease 18.21%

T,H,P,D,V,He 54.4% 43.696% 49.034% Accuracy increase
1.59%

T,H,P,W,V,He 53% 41.044% 42.492% Accuracy increase
1.59%
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T,H,D,W,V,He 44% 44.882% 43.306% Accuracy
decrease 8.31%

T,P,D,W,V,He 56.4% 47.472% 46.338% Accuracy increase
1.59%

H,P,D,W,V,He 49.1% 43.756% 37.798% Accuracy
decrease 1.59%

As seen on the table,  in each combination was affect  in the accuration

either up or otherwise. From the result determine that each parameter has own

contribution  on  the  weather  classifaction  by  system.  On  the  table,  Visibility

parameter is giving more dominant contribution compare the others parameter,

because if visibility parameter is being removed the accuration will decrease till

18,21%.

Second Testing 

The  second  testing  is  to  find  the  second  dominant  parameter  after  the

visibility parameter which is the result of the first testing. The testing is execute

with combine 2 parameter  that is visibility and another parameter. Here is the

output : 

Where :

T = Temperature D = Dew Point He = Heat Index H = Humadity

W = Wind Speed P = Pressure V = Visibility

Table 5.3: Second Testing

Parameter Accuracy Precision Recall

V,P 57.1% 42.226% 40.998%

V,D 46.4% 42.766% 37.42%

V,H 55.4% 42.782% 42.004%

V,He 65.9% 44.776% 40.4%

V,T 49.2% 40.98% 29.562%

V,W 32.4% 40.73% 35.244%
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From the table above combination of visibility and heat index is giving

biggest  accuracy  results  that  is  65,9%.  Could  be  conclude  that  heat  index  is

second dominant parameter after visibility.

Third Testing

The third testing is to find the third dominant parameter after the visibility

and heat index parameter which is result of the first testing and second testing.

The testing is execute with combine 3 parameter that is visibility and heat index

also the rest of parameter. Here is the output : 

Where :

T = Temperature D = Dew Point He = Heat Index H = Humadity

W = Wind Speed P = Pressure V = Visibility

Table 5.4: Third testing

Parameter Accuracy Precision Recall

V,He,P 58.9% 42.226% 40.998%

V,He,D 44.1% 42.766% 37.42%

V,He,H 52.7% 42.782% 42.004%

V,He,T 57.8% 44.776% 40.4%

V,He,W 31.6% 40.98% 29.562%

Based  on  the  table  above,  the  optimal  parameter  to  be  combine  with

visibility and heat index parameter is pressure. Could be conclude that pressure is

third dominant parameter after visibility and heat index.

Fourth Testing

The  fourth  testing  is  to  find  the  fourth  dominant  parameter  after  the

visibility, heat index, and pressure parameter. The testing is execute with combine

4 parameter that is visibility ,heat index, and pressure also the rest of parameter.

Here is the output :
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Where :

T = Temperature D = Dew Point He = Heat Index H = Humadity

W = Wind Speed P = Pressure V = Visibility

Table 5.5: Fourth testing

Parameter Accuracy Precision Recall

V,He,P,D 55% 41.942% 38.998%

V,He,P,H 59% 44.328% 41.892%

V,He,P,T 58.4% 43.268% 42.322%

V,He,P,W 50% 44.636% 38.998%

From the result above, the optimal parameter to be combine with the result

of  third  testing  is  Humadity  parameter.  Could  be  concluded  that  humadity  is

fourth dominant parameter. 

Fifth Testing

The fifth testing is to find the fifth dominant parameter after the visibility,

heat  index, and pressure,  and humadity parameter.  The testing is  execute with

combine 5 parameter that is visibility ,heat index, pressure and humadity also the

rest of parameter. Here is the output : 

Where :

T = Temperature D = Dew Point He = Heat Index H = Humadity

W = Wind Speed P = Pressure V = Visibility

Table 5.6: Fifth  testing

Parameter Accuracy Precision Recall

V,He,P,H,D 55.7% 43.634% 42.07%

V,He,P,H,T 59.7% 42.536% 44.566%

V,He,P,H,W 55.2% 44.004% 44.152%
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From the result above, the optimal parameter to be combine with the result

of fourth testing is temperature parameter.  Could be concluded that temperature is

fifth dominant parameter. 

Sixth Testing

The sixth testing is to find the sixth dominant parameter after the visibility,

heat  index,  and pressure,  humadity,  and temperature  parameter.  The testing  is

execute  with  combine  6  parameter  that  is  visibility  ,heat  index,  pressure,

humadity, and temperature also the rest of parameter. Here is the output :

Where :

T = Temperature D = Dew Point He = Heat Index H = Humadity

W = Wind Speed P = Pressure V = Visibility

Table 5.7: Sixth testing

Parameter Accuracy Precision Recall

V,He,P,H,T,D 54.4% 43.696% 49.034%

V,He,P,H,T,W 53% 41.044% 42.492%

From the result above, the optimal parameter to be combine with the result

of fifth testing is dew point parameter.  Could be concluded that dew point is sixth

dominant  parameter.  And  wind  speed  parameter  is  being  assumed  as  giving

smallest affect in weather classification by system.
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